
Cleanmate S 850 





Warning:
If the appliance is to be used by a child, the child must be of 8 years old and above. It is 
recommended for first time users to keep sight of the appliance during vacuuming to 
ensure safe operation. For persons with reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities or 
lack of experience and knowledge, proper supervision or instruction should be given 
concerning use of the appliance in a safe way to help them understand the hazards involved. 
Children should not play with the appliance. Cleaning  and user maintenance  should not be 
made by children without supervision.



Dust bin and primaryfilter can be washed by water (not 
HEPA-filter). Simply wash dust bin under water after use to 
avoid dust blowing in the air to cause a second Pollution !





Product Components 

Main Body and Accessories 
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Description 

Main Body 

Charging Station 

Adaptor 

Remote Control (battery not included) 

Water Tank and Moping Cloth two pieces

HEPA Filter 

Cleaning Brush 

Side Brushes *2 and Spare Brushes*2 

User Manual 

Magnetic strip 2 
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HEPA-filter frame















Water tank and mopping cloth
1. Placing the mopping cloth

Place the mopping cloth on the bottom of water tank as shown in fig 1, make sure the sticking side
and mopping cloth are facing the appropriate sides, and then place the mopping cloth on its sticking
side.

2. Fill water tank with water, using cleaning fluid may clogg the water tank outlet.
Take out rubber plug from the water tank, fill it with water, and then put back the rubber plug tightly
on its position in case of water leakage. Using a cleaning liquid may clog the water outlet. To unclog,
place the watertank i hot water and let it rinse.

3. Fit water tank on the robot
Turn over the robot, fix the water tank on the bottom, make sure its bolts are firmly pressed into the
fixing slots.

Note: It is possible to machinewash the mopping cloth in 40C, do not use a fabric softener.
Remove the watertank and mopping cloth if the robot is done mopping and/or is charging.



Unroll the magnetic strip and place it on the floor. Make sure the surface is clean before placing 
the magnetic strip.



F. Wash dust bin and filter,clean the HEPA-
filter with a brush (do not use water).

Note:
a. Wash the dust bin and primary filter after each use, at least every 15~30 days.
b. Before installing the primary filter make sure it is fully dry.
c. Clean the HEPA-filter with the cleaning brush, do not use water.
d. HEPA-filter should be replaced if it has lost its shape or no longer fit tight against the filter frame.
e. Recommended changing intervalls for the HEPA-filter:

Once per month if the robot is vacuuuming seven days a week
Every other month if it is used 3-4 days per week
Every four months if used less than once per week

New filters can be bought at www.cleanmate.se or at your local retailer.
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Li-Ion 2200mAh 14,4V




